NEW FACULTY LIST—2016

Rebecca Adams—English
Vladimir Ambartsoumian—BIT
Marcin Arendt—Music
Thang Ba Hoang—Physics
Kenneth Bell—Art
Carlo Bottone—Foreign Languages and Literature
Emerson Bowers—Biological Sciences
Michelle Brasfield—CEPR
Logan Caldwell—ICL
Bo Chen—Computer Science
Nathan DeYonker—Chemistry
Lenwood Fields—Engineering Techonology
Katherine Fredlund—English
Molly Giblin—History
Ranganathan Gopalakrishnan—Mechanical Engineering
Rita Green—Accountancy
Gray Hilmerson—English
Kristen Jones—Management
Miyuki Kamiya—Foreign Languages and Literature
Heather Klossner—Music
Nirman Kumar—Computer Science
Stacey LaBarre Powell—Nursing
Francisco Lara—Music
Daniel Larkin—Philosophy
Stephanie Madden—Journalism
Artina McCain—Music
Jim McGinnis—Engineering Technology
Candace McGowen—Nursing
Rosemary McLaughlin—Nursing
Michael Nalick—Management
Hironori Nishi—Foreign Languages and Literature
Pamela Nunn—Art
Kathy O’Connor—Nursing
Kimberly Patterson—Music
Brandt Pence—Nutrition
Gretchen Peterson—Sociology
Douglas Powell—Exercise & Sport Science
Tracey Power—Nursing
Melissa Puppa—Exercise & Sport Science
Sumant Rai—Economics
Amanda Rockinson-Szapkiw—ICL
Jaime Sabel—Biological Sciences
Fatih Sen—Computer Science
William Shaltis—Music
Vivek Sharma—FIR
Nicholas Simon—Psychology
Benjamin Sparks FLL
Michael Steudeman Communication
Sachiko Terui Communication
Miriam van Mersbergen Communication Sciences/Disorders
Srikar Velichety BIT
Gilbert Verbist English
Sarai Walker English
Thomas Watson Computer Science
Steven West CEPR
Y’Eska Williams Nursing
Cookie Woolner History
Haley Zettler Criminology & Criminal Justice